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For most of the three decades of its 
existence, the C,entral.Inteillgence Agetw 
cy has been engaged in an unremitting. 
though Imgely,inaremgnizeti,,_ effort• to 
shape _ foreign ...opinion-- in .suppoit-kof 
American policy abroad: - 	- ---A 

Although until recently the 
counted- a number of -American journal, 
ists among its paid agents, with. u_reve 
notable exceptions they do not appearlo, 

C.I.A.: Secret Shaper;'!-' 
Of Publia-OpinjOrt- 
First of a Serien.r4.! 	2 

have been; part.-,'oe,rits..extensive ;pro* 
goncia campaignana--resik,,,Fei: 

Instead; the agency'- intechatineled-Ar
formation and misinformation through. a 
Jancre-adistantial network of newepseent; 
news agencies and tther coninaunicadons 
entities.. moot--:of dm= basin .overseaa 
that - it owned,- subsidized' or-otherwise 
influenced over the years. • • 
. The C.LA.'s' propagandizing appears to
have contributed to at least some &stew-
ten of the news.at home • as well-;as 
abroad. although-  the amount and nature. 
of :nisinformation picked up by' the 
American press from-overseas is impos-
sible to detezmtne 

Recent attention even the C.LA.'s in-
volvement with the press has been 
focused no reports that the agency-  em-
ployed American reporters as agents and 
numbered: others as sources of informa-
tion or "assets" useful to its operations. 

The recurring allegations have led the 
Huuse Select Committee on EntelEgencer 
to schedule -ilearings on the reactor. be-- 

Tuesday...and.,  prompted. Theffew. 
_-York Times to survey the C.LA.'s rela-
I:ensiling with Americas' news organize. 
Lions. 	, 

While the three4eontliiingtfiry 

indicated that.  the CIA.; employedr 
tively few of the many hundreds of 

-American. journalists _reporting,: front 
abroad . over the past' 30 years,., there, 

,emerged,  a broad picture of an 'agency 
•,edfort to shape.. news-„and opinions  
through. a• fatibmg, network .of.nerani or-, 
ganizaticaa.that itCentrOlieti to a greater' 
or-lesser degree.,.;i? 

The C-LA. 	refused. every appeal) 
fardetails.of its sectrerreletiOnship-witill 
American anclforeiga journalisti and that 
news-gathering :organizations. that. emei 
played them,- even ‘thougtr-nost Naval 
been brought•-tm an 

One C1.Ai.:4, officiaLiexplaining that 
'ead3 1:eladOoships Were entered into-with 
pronsiSeet  Of:an:nal contldentiality:-,said 
thaty the agency • would,continue -to. re, 
fuse to tEtscusethent "im peerpetuity.'".1 .  
"Bust Ininterviewa with,scores of pretient 
and former hstelligencaoffitermiteitaiti4 
ists.. and, others, the-scope and, sttbsinseir 
"ot : those ,relerioinbipe ,becatne.cleater; 
Among_ . _the .--.tpeincips1.; !manner,  that 
emerged -were,  theifollenvintp. 	• ; 

-gThe C t.A. hasarvarious times owned 
of subsidized: more than 50 newspapers; 
news 9tiltiCeS, radio. stations, periodicals 
and other communications entities,. some. 
times in this country but mostly overseas, 
that were used as vehicles for its-exten-
sive propaganda efforts; as "cover" - for 
its operatives or both.Another dozen:for-
eign-based news organizations, while not 
tinanced by the •CLA., were infiltrated 
by a id "CIA. agets.-" 	" 

9Neariy a dozen American publishing 
houses, including some of the-  most 
retoinent aims in the industry, have 
rinted. at least a score_of, the more than 
-0 English-language books financed or 
roducad by the C.LA-.. since the-early 
250%, in. many cases .  without being 

aware of the agency's invoLveznent .  
015iicetlie closing: days. of Worid-* as 

11 more than 39 and. perhaps as man 
I 00..Itneriast jlOurnalbrta Mani oYed 

Continued on Awe; Mrtatimmaq,  

a score of American news organizations 
have worked as salaried intelligence 
operatives while performing their repor-
torial duties. A few others were employed 
by the American military and, according 
to Intelligence sources, by some foreign 
services, including the K.G.13„ the Soviet 
intelligence agency. 

Over the years at least 18 American 
reporters have refused C.LA. offers in some cases lucrative ones, to undertake clandestine 	intelligence assignments. • Another dozen employees of American '1  newspapers, wire services and news 
magazines. though never paid, were corr sidered by the agency to be valued sources of information or assistance. 

gin the last 30 years, at least a dozen full-time C.I.A. officers ,:have worked • abroad as reporters or rioneditorial 	' ployees of American-owned news organ 
izations. in some cases with the approval 
of the organizations whose • credentials 

• According to a number of former et Officials, the agency's broad campaign of. 
propaganda was carried out .with the 1174111!Cle35 that thebogus news stories it planted might be treated as genuine by• the American media,. which. they some- 

The agency's - legislative charter - has 
been interpreted as prohibiting the-propa-gandizing of Americans, but it says noth-ing about the propriety of the domestic effect, inadvertent or intentional, of propaganda  disseminated-oversees. 

Lyman S. Kirkpatrick, for. many- years the C.LA.'s Inspector General, said he could not recall any agency employee's 
ever having raised questions about the ethics or legality of its endeavors in mass. c omits mica ti s. 	:5,- 	- 

Lawrence R. Houston,- Its retired 
eral counsel, said it had. always been hissunderstanding that the CIA. was for-' bidden by law to employ American jour-1 nalista, although he said no erre had ever,  consulted him on that matter. 
• The CIA's efforts to mold forties* *opinion ranged from tampering with his- 

• 
• • 



torical documents, is it did with the 195e 
denunciation of Stalin by the late Nikita. 
S. Kiirusbchev; to embellishing and dis-
torting accounts that were otherwise fac- 
tual, such as the provision of detailed 
quotes from. a Russian defector; to out-
right fabrication, as with a report that 
Chinese troops were being sent-. to aid 
Vietnamese Consmuniate 

According to former C.I.A. officials, 
the agency has long had an "early warn-
ing network" within the United States 
Government that advises. diplomats and 
other key officials- to ignore news stories 
that have been planted by the agency,  
overseas_ The network, they said, has , 
worked well, with only occasional' 
failures. 

But there Is no such mechanism for-
alerting newspapers, magazines and 
broadcasting stations in this country as 
to which of the foreign dispatches that 
come chattering across their teletypes are 
distorted or, in a few instances. altogeth-j 
er false. There i3, the former officiales 
say, simply no practical way of letting] 
Americans know that soma of the stones;  
they read over their morning coffee were 
written not by a foreign correspondent 
but by a C.I.A_ officer in a corner of 
some American embassy., ., 

Domestic 'Replay' of Hems 
Was Considered Inevitable. 

The C.I.A. accepts; as- ear unavoidable 
casualty of its propagenda battles.- the 
fact that some of the news that reaches 
American readers and viewers is tainted 
with what the Russiars.call "disinforma-
tion." The agency has even-coined to 
to describe the phenomenon: blowbi  

or replay, or domestic fallout. 
' The particuLuly dangerous thing 

about bogus information. a former sent 
agency official said recently, "is the 
blowback potential. It's a real one and j 
we recognize that."  

A 1967 C.I.A directive stated simply 
that "fallout in the United States from' 
a foreignpublication which we support'', 
is inevitable and consequently permissi-
ble." Or as one succinct former C.I.A. 
man put in "It hits where it hits." 

The aller-cY's favorite medium far 
Iauno.hing what it terms "black." or unat-
tributed, propaganda has always been the 
foreign-based media in which it has had 
a secret financial interest, or the report-
ers and editors overseas who were 
amorg its paid agents. At one  time, ac-
cording to agency sources, there were 
as many as 800 such "propaganda 
=sets," mostly foreign journaksts. Asked 
to an interview last year whether the 
C.LA. had ever told such agents what 
to write. William E. Colby, the former 
C.I.A. Director, replied, "Oh, sure, all the 
time." 

Most often, former officials have said, 
the C.I.A.'a propaganda_ consisted °Viso-
tual accounts- that the agency felt were 
not being widely reported, or of essenti-
ally accurate accounts with some distor-
tions or embellishments. Out one authori-
tative former official said that "there 
were outright fabrications, too." 

There seems. to have been little ques-
tion that in its efforts to mold opinion 
the C.I.A. viewed citizens of foreign 
countries as its principal targets. As 
one veteran C.I.A. officer who had con-
ducted his share of propaganda (mere-
torts put it, "I didn't want Walter 
Lippmann. I wanted the Philippine 
Walter Lippmann." 

Stine former agency employees said 
in interviews, however, that they believed 
that apart from unireended biowback, 
some C.I.A. propaganda efforts, especial-
ly during the Vietnam- War, had been 
carried out with a view toward their 
eventual impact. kith. United, States. - 

And although needy al of the Ameris' 

can journalese employed by the C.LA; 
in years past appear to have been used 
for the collection of. intelligence or the 
support of existing information-gathering 
operations, a.- few cases emerged in which 
such agents became. nnowingly or others 
wise, channels of disinformannta to the 
American 	 - 	." 	I 

One - agency official said that the! 
C.LA. had us the past used paid. agents, 
in the foreign bureaus of the  Associated:I 
Press and United Press- International tol 
slip agency-prepared dispatches onto dsei, 
news wire. In some  cases, as  in the-A.lefil 
Singapore bunsau in the eerily 1950`1, thel 
agents were- heaves . known as "local' 
hires.'.-  But. irtoatiers they were -  Atweri'  ..-., 

Although - the- A.P. and the U.P.I. ere! 
Ova of the moat proinient news-gedienngt 
srganizatione in the wined—the A.P. esti-. 
mates that its dispatr-hes alone reach hate 
the  world's population in some form—. 
they were gven no special oonsideraboo 
by the C.LA. 	 1 

"We would not tel.! U.P.I. or A.P. head-I 
quarters in the U.S. when something wee) 

' planted abroad," one C.I.A. official said! 
and he conceded that as a result such. 
?tones were likely to be transmitted over 
those  agencies' domestic news wires, "if 
they were any good." 

• U.P.I. has said it was satisfied that; 
none of its present employees is involved' 
in any way with the C.I.A. but that its 
was unable to say what might have hat:1- i ipened in the past. An A.P. executive said 
his organization had investigated similar 
reports in the past and had concluded 
that non* of its staffers was involved 

in C-LA-iactieities.," 

Aunt Pm* • 

William E. Colby 

Asked in an interview last year whether 
the C.I.A. had ever told foreign journal-
ists. working as paid agents, what to 
write. he replied. "Oh. sure, all the tune." 

One  story good enough to he  widely 
disseminated, former officials said, was 
a report rn the early 1950's. fabricated 
by the C.LA. aril put out by an agent 
inside one of the major American wire 
services, that Chinese troops were on 
board ships steaming for Vietnam to aid 
the  Communists in their battle with the 
French. 

Though such examples of ProPeeerele 
planted directly with American news or-
ganizations were relatively rare another 
former C LA. officl al asserted that 
throughout the 1930's and 1960's, when 
the agency's propaganda network was at 
peak strength, it was "commonpiece for 
things to appear in the U.S. press that 
had been pidsed up" from foreren publi-
cations, some but not all of them 
"proprietaries," in which the C.I.A. had 
placed propaganda_ 

Sometimes, the foreign publishers and 
editors were unwitting of the origin of 
such atones, but more often they were 

 the C.I.A. called "witting." The-
agency preferred, one official said, to 
give its propaganda "to somebody who- 
knows what it is." Where that was not 
possible, he said, "You gave it to any-
body." 

Propaganda Was Planted 
In a Multitude of Ways 

The propagend.a took many forms and 
surfaced in many forums, It ranged, offi-
cials have said, from the innocuous, suds 
as  lerters to the editor in major Americ-ari 
newspapers that did not identify the 
writer as an agency ninployee, to items 
of far more  conseouence, suds as trews 
reports of Soviet nuclear weapons tests 
that never took place. 

Such stories were planted in a variety 
of way, besides the use of median 
"assets." One common focus of propagan-. 
da activity, former officals said. was the4 
press C.11.611 that exist in riesely every-i 
foreign, capital, which serve as maiLi 
drops, message  centers, hotels and res.4 
tauraets for .ocai correspondents end'l 
those just passing through_ 

Most C.EA:propaganda was planted - 

overseas, but it was once 'cpmmonplace 

a former agency official said, for 

United States newspapers to pick it up. 



Until a few years ago, one former ore-, 
alai saica the manager of the Mexico City; 

*, press club was a C.I.A. agent, and soil 
was the manager of the local press. club-  

.Le Manila_ 
"He used to work very successfully," 

a C.I.A. man with many years in. the 
Philippines recalled. "Some guys are lazy. 
They'd be sitting at the bar and he'd' 
slip them things and they'd phone it in." • 

With more diligent correspondents. the 
man continued. "it was a matter of mak- 
ing stuff available if they wanted to use,  
it, My mission was to get local people 
to write editorials. This would be materk 
al that wouldn't be coming out of the 
embassy. It wouldn't be a U.S.LA. hand 
out It would be from some though 
local commentator and it would hopefullyi 
carry more weight." 

The United States Information Agency,. 
an arm of the State Department:-hail tho 
official' responsibility for spreading, thee 
Aiiiiiican message- overseas. Accordin 
to several former C.I.A. officiate. the] 
U.S.LA. was aware, though sorbed 
only dimly, of the agency's propagandiz-
ing.. 

"One of the problems that never really 
got settled journalistically," a former 
C.I.A. man recalled. "was the relationship 
between U.S.LA.. and the C.I.A.'s media 
activities. They knew, but they didn't 
have the force or. the funds to do any-
thing about it."  

From the C.I.A.'s standpoint, its own 
"black" propaganda was -far more effec-
tive than the "white." ar attributed, ver- 
sion put out. by 	 to anyone who. 
would listen: 	• 	•• 

In Argentina, for example, while- the 
USIA. was openly making motion pic-
tures available to groups interested in 
various facets of life in the United States. 
the C.I.A.'s clandestine agents were tam-
pering. with the newsreel accounts of 
world events shown in local theaters. 

The thrust or that particular operation. 
one C.I.A. man recalled, was "to gee the 
American point of view across regarding. 
Castro in the hemisphere. The Argennnee 
didn't believe.Castro was any threat, they 
were so far away. So we'd get the event 
on film and then make up use commen 
tary," 

One of -the..;inclistrainbitiousj-of the 
C.1.A.'s propaganda -efforts occurred ire 
June 1956..i.a few •.months -: after Mr 
Ithrushchev;ii then-  the,- Soviet leader.. 
delivered a "secret" five-hour speech t 
a closing session of the 20th Communise 
Party Congress in Moscow from vehicle 
all foreign delegates had been excluded_ 

As word seeped through to the West. 
that Mr. Khrushchev had broken In stun-
ning fashion with Stalin, his predecessor, 
whom he described as a savage. half-mad• 
despot, the word went out within the 
C.I.A. that a copy of the text must be ob-
tained at all costs, 

Amended Text Was.Given 
To C.I.A. Outlets Abroad 
By late May, the agency's counterintel-

ligence staff had succeeded in obtaining 
a text in Poland. A few days later it 
was released to American news organize-
Liens through the State Department, and 
the C.LA. ever since has cited its obtain-
ing of the "secret speech" as among its 
greatest triumphs of tntelligence. 

What it has not said about the matter,-  
however, is that the text it obtained was 
an expurgated ' version prepared for  

delivery to the nations of Eastern Europe, 
from which some 3-I paragraphs of mate-
rial concerning future Soviet foreign poli-
cy had been deleted. 

Although' the text made available to 
United States newspapers was the 
genuine expurgated version, another 
texte-eontaming precisely 34 paragraphs 
of material on future foreign policy, was 
put out by the C.I.A. over several other. 
channels around the world, including 
the Italian news agency ANSA. 

The 34- paragraphs - in the- foreign ver-
sion, former officials said, were written 
but by counterintelligence experts at. 
C.I.A. headquarters in Virginia_ The effort. 
to cause consternation- in.Moscow was 
said to have been-a brilliant success. 

One dilemma poeed by-the C.LA.'s us 
of its media assets abroad, especially' 
those published as-  broadcast in the Eng-f 
ish language, was•that they were likeieli 
to be, closets,  watched by American correa4 
spondents not fluent in thelocal languages 
and thus became prime sources of poten-1 
tial "replay" in the United States.  

Former agency officials have said that 
the English-language. assets were used 
with impunity under the C.LA, charter. 
on the ground that the intended propa-
ganda target was not American corre-
spondents or tourists traveling abroad 
but English-speaking foreigners, a ration-
ale that one former agency man said 
"always seemed absurd to me." 

Agency Fostered the Spread 
Of Stories to Other Nations , 
Within foreign countries, the agency 

did all it could to foster "replay." In 1 
Latin America, for example, lest its disin-. 
formation efforts be forgotten as soon ; 
as they had appeared, the agency began! 
an operation, known by the cryptonym-' 
KM FORGET, in which stones planted 
in one country were clipped and mailed 
to others for insertion by local media, 
assets. Such efforts enhanced the likeli-

:hood that the stories would be seen by 
'an American correspondent and transmit- 
ted home..- ..- 	- 	,:  

In spite of the-agency's insistence that) 
domestic fallout-- was unsought but una-
voidable, there is some evidence that it 
may have been welcome in certain cases.  

One of the CI_A.'ea most extensive 
propaganda campaigns-olthe past decade 
was the. one it waged against Chilean 
.President Salvador Allende Gossens,.. a 
Marxist, in the years before' his election 

; in 1970 and until his overthrow and death 
in 1973. 

According to the report of the Senate 
intelligence committee, millions of dollars 
were spent by the C.I.A. • to produce a 
stream of - anti-Allende stories, editorials 
and broadcasts throughout Latin Ameri-
ca. 

A C.I.A. propaganda assessment ob-
tained by the committee, prepared shortly 
after Mr. Allende's election in September 
1970, reported a "continued replay of 
Chile theme materials" in a number of 
Latin _American capitals, with pickups 
by United States newspapers. 

"Items also carried in New York Times, 

[ Washington Post," the summary went on. 
."Propagandeactivitiea continue to 2ener-
ate goad coverage of Chile developments 
along our theme guidance." 

In interviews, a number of former C.I.A. 
officers spoke about what they said were; 
to them, unmistakable attempts to propa- 

"""""1:1111ManP"iellemaisisreee...-- 

itswJaki Prora..6q 
Allen Dunes 	 f 

In 1954, he told a New York Times ft-4 ecutive that he did not believe than 
paper's Mexico correspondent was cap. 
able of reporting with objectivity on impending Guatemala risvoturrort.- -- 

gandize the American public indirectly 
through "replay" from the foreign press: 

One agency official recalled the heavy 
propaganda campaign waged by the 
CIA. during the Vietnam War, conducte 
along the lines that "whatever bad hap 
pened in Vietnam had to be the enemy's 
fault." 

A former C.I.A. official recalled that 
at the time of the "incursion" by Amen 
can forces into Cambodia in the spring 
of 1970, the Hong Kong station "got a 
cable from headquarters instructing us 
to have all our assets present tins in 
as favorable a light as possible." 	- 

Most of the Chinese in the region. the 
man said, resented the American milker/ 
presence in Southeast Asia and were only 
further inflamed by the favorable por-
trayal of the motives for the American 
invasion and of its success..But be noted 
that the newspapers in which the slanted 
stories appeared were. read by a number 

!of influential American correspoodents. 

Some American Reporters 
--- 

Got Misleading Infortnation 
One of the reasoneforthe 	wide 

use of foreign "assets" in its black propa-
ganda efforts,. another former official 
said, was that most American journalists, 
even those on. the agency's payroll, were 
too scrupulous to "take stuff they knew 
was phony." - 

But other sources cited some occasions 
on which American reporters accepted 
misleading information from the C.I.A. 
in the belief that it was legitimate, 	1 

As a rule, one former C.I...A... man said, ; 
such stories were fundamentally accu-
rate. though with "embellishments" sup-
plied for' operational purposes. He re-' 
called one such report, a dispatch to Tber 
Christian Science Monitor from Rangoons 
nearly 20 years ago, that be said "was 
really-dressed up." 

The dispatch by a Monitor special cor-
respondent. Arnold Eteichman, was an 
count of a young Russian named Alek-'1 
sandr Kagnacheyev, -mho- some months 

S earlier had walked into the American Em, 



bass 7-  Rangoon and 'asked for aayiuro-
' Miter:Labour the nature of the embelliehe 
ment, _the former C-L.A. man replied. 
"Defectors usually don't have very good 
English.", 

Mr. Belchrnan's account: - contained 
extensive quotes from Mr. 1C22:01- 
cheyev, some of than remarkably well 
phrased, about the-"hatred" for the Sovi-
et system that had driven, him' from his 
homeland. 	 - 

Aceording 	to-. the.  =article, • tithe 

- 
quotations were taken from a tape 
recording that Mr. Kaznacheeav had made. 
But Mr. Seidman said in a- recent tele-
phone interview that he could not now 
say where-he had obtained -.the quotes( 
material_ "I can't say if I heard a tape' 
recording or saw a transcript," ha said. 
"I don't know how to check it" 

Mr. eleichman said that he- had never 
met Mr. Kaznacheyese butte had "pieced. 
the story together from officials in the 
American Embassy. "For all I know," her 
conceded, "he might never have been ini 
the embassy- It. • might have been ir! 

There have been other-  - instancest 
over the years-. in .- which.. America 
news organizations were, taiceir in by th 
C.I.A. One former agency official 
called, for: example, a.:rint at a Soviet 
trade fair irrthe Far, East that hissai 
had been staged by the-CIA. .-.- . 	. 	.. 

The agency, the man•seid, later plan 
an article with a major American magi 
nine that cited the "riot" as-- eviden 
of dissatisfaction with _the - Russerms, 
that part of 'the world. i .-- ..• el ei•   

Some correspondents: as well.. were/ 
quick to acknowledge that they had been 
duped on some occasions by the C.L 

One reporter. a Latin.American special-
ist, recalled that a few years back b 
had met with a C.I.A. station chief in. 
a country he would not identify who gave 
him what appeared to be an exclusive 
stork. The local Communist Party, which 
had until then been following a peaceful 
line In seeking power, was said by the 
station chief to have a cache of 400 rifles 
provided by outside supporters. 	' 

Correspondent Learned . 
That Story Was Unfounded 

The correspondent, unable to check the 
information, decided to use it rather ten-
tatively, in an article on the general elm-
ation in the country. Later he found the 
C.I.A. material had been unfounded. 

Another instance in which the C.I.A. 
passed information to an American jour- 

nalist, accoratng to an agency official.' 
involved C_ L Sulzberger, the foreign af-
fairs columnist of The New York Times. 

The C.I.A official,. who in the past has 
had access to relevant. agency files, said 
that a column about the Soviet Kale. 
that appeared on Sept. 13,-1967, wider 
Mr. Sulzberger's name in. The Times was_ 
"verbatim," a briefing paper that the 
CIA_ had prepared for Mr. Sulzberger on 
the subject- 

Mr. Sulzberger has denied that he ever,  
"took a paper from the C.LA. and put 
my name on it. and telephoned it to The 
New York Times." 

In addition to its efforts to make the 
news, the C.1,A. has also attempted on-
several occasions to intervene directly 
with American news. organizations to 
shape the way in which they report it. 

In some cases the agency's overtures 
have been rebuffed and in. others they 
have been accepted. Some news organize-
tions.• sources have said, have even 
provided the C.I.A. with the opportunity 
for such intervention without being 
asked. 

One former official recalled an instance 
several years ago in which the• now-de- 

Lyman B. Kirkpatrick 
He could not recall arty C.T.A. official's ' 
ever questioning the ethics or legality 
of the agency's endeavors in mass come 
rnunications. el- 	 . 

funct Collier's magazine received an arti-
cle from a correspondent in the Far East, 
mentioning that two ostensibly private 
corporations in the area, Sea Supply in 
Bangkok and Western Enterprises on Tai-
wan, were the C.I.A.'s principal operating 
proprietaries in that part of the world. 

The editors of Collier's, the farmer offi-
cial said, submitted the article to the 
C.I.A. for censorship. The agency officer 
who read the manuscript pointed out that 
the C.I.A.'s links with both corporations 
were an noen secret throughout the Far 
East, but the magazine killed the article 
anyway. 

A large part of the C.Lkes efforts at ,11 
domestic censorship appear to have been lj 
concerned with impending news accounts 1  
not about world affairs but rather about 
its own operations. 

In the months before the 1961 invasion 
of Cuba by C.I.A.-trained exile forces at 
the Bay of Pigs, for example, the agency 

I

was SU-C-CeSSful fix halting the publican= 
of several stories, including a major arti-
cle by David brow, then of The Miami 
Herald, about the training of. the exile 
forces in Florida_ 

Nee Kreslow, now publisher of The 
Miami News, said that his editors had 
asked him to take the details he had un-
covered to Allen W. Dulles. then head of 
the C_LA.., and that Mr. Dulles had cau-
tioned that their publication -, would not 
be 'en- the national interest" Soon after_. 
ward- the C.I_A. moved the training from 
Florida to Guatemala. • - . 	. 

 
• Agency Denigrated Book-44-3:" 
After Trying to Suppress It._ 
Three years. later; when David W 

and Thomas 13, Ross publied "The, In 
visible Government" the agency's These.  
reaction was to • try to suppress. • the 
volume. 

Among tither things, the. CIA. seriously 
considered a plan to buy up the entire 
first printing of the book to keep it front 
public view. 

Cord Meyer-eke the C..LA. official iii 
charge of many of-the-ageticy's propagate. 
da activities. visited Random-Haase:elle. 
book's pubiishee, and was told that the 
agency was welcome to purchase as 
many printings as it liked hut' that addi-, 
tional copies would be produced for pub-4 
lie sale. 

That idea was abandoned, but farmer. 
C.I.A. officials have said that a propagan-
da campaign was initiated to encourage. 
reviewers to cenigrate the book as miser! 
formed and dangerous. 

Meyer, who is still a senior C.I-A-1 
official, declined to talk about this epiel 
code or any aspect of his career whorl 
the agency. 

What one former senior agency officials 
described as another "period of grea0 
ceisis" for the agency occurred two yearsi 
later, in 1966, when the Washington bite 
reau of. The New York Times set ou* 
to produce a series of articles aimed at 
determining whether the CIA. did in fact 
amount to an "invisible government." 	44 

Cables- were sent by editors,  to incise 
of The Timex's overseas bureaus, askingl 
coneepooden . ta file memorandums nal 
several aspects of- C.1-4,. operations-  it 
their areas, and the former .offirial res 
calked that the consternation2wilesia thew 
agency was nearly immediate.:t! ; 

The agency's fear that The Times mighil 
divulge some sensitive secrets abated:} 
however, when the newspaper submitted] 
the articles in advance of publication to'l 
John A. McCone, who by then bad retired4 
as Director of Central Intelligence. Ac-
cording to Tom Wicker, then the chief 
of The Times Washington bueau, Mr. 
elcCone removed some elements of the 
series before it appeared_ 

. The inquiry by The Times unearthed 
.yet another occasion in which the CIA. 
interfered with the newepapees report-
ing. In 1954 Allen Dulles, thee the chief 
of the CIA., told a Times executive that 
he did not believe that Sydney Gruson, 
the newspaper's correspondent in Mexico, 
v:as capable of reporting with objectivity 
cn the impending revolution in Guatema-
Ia. 

`.fr. Dulles told The Times that his 
l brother, John Foster Dulles, then Secre-
tary of State. shared his concern, and 
he asked that the newspaper keep.  Mr. 



Gruson, whom the- agency believed. .to. 
have "liberal" learings, away from the, 
story. 	 - . 

It did not become known _until several' 
years after the overthrow of Col. Jacobol 
Arbenz Guzman, the leftist Guatemalani 
leader. that the CIA, had played a cen-
tral role in fostering the revolution thati 
led to his downfall. There is some evi-
dence in agency files that the C.I.A. feared; 
that Mr. Gruson'e reporting was edging:  
toward a premature discovery of its mike 

Mr. Gerson. now an executive-. vice 
president- *ferric Times,. mid_ its am inters 
view' that hr hadnearned later'that-Ael 
thus flays Sulzberger, then the newel 
paper's pubes/sec-haze complied with that 
C.I.A.'s wishes by contriving to keep lint 
in Mexico City and away from Guatem 
during the -revolution.; on the pret 
that he had received a tea that the fight-
ing might: spilt, across the border into 

Not all of • the-CIA:s-  ereealtatede- ef-
forts have been conducted through the 
news media. For. example, some of. the 
thousand or so, books published by the 
C.I.A. or on its behalf have contained 
propaganda ranging from tiny fictions to 
outright deceptions,. 

One such book, sources said, was "Thej 
Penkovsker. Papers," published for what 
the Senate intelligence committee called' 
"operational reasons" by the C.I 
through Doubleday & Company in 196.5e 
The book eiserrseree to be a journal kept.; 
by the Soviet double agent, Col. Oleg! 
Perikevsky, in the months before he was, 
and executed. In the book, the colonel's; 
name was translated according to 
-style. 

Although the Information in the book.' 
was largely authentic, sources said thati 
it had not been taken from Colonel Penej 
kovsky's journal which did not exise—e. 
but was compiled from C.I.A. records b.ye 
F ank Gibney. then an employee of The. 

le 	ly News, and lieWeDeriabirre, 
a K.G.B. defector employed by ethe'ree 

'It was not a diary," said one C.I.A. eel 
official, "and it was a major deceptmni 
to that extent." Another former•offieuril 
acknowledgedo that . the book 'hid" been 
ecosmetizede and • a. third added-.  
"Spies don't keep diaries."- 	t !ieie' -  

Authors Were Assisteit 
For Operational Purposes -,.. 

Reached by telephone. in Japan,. Me; 
Gibney conceded that .  "the journal- as 
such did not exist." He said he had taken 
most of the material directly from reports 
of the C.L.A.'e interviews with Colonel. 
Penkovsky during his brief visits to the 
West. 

In several other instances, a 
sources said, the C.LA. has assisted au-
thors with books that it felt might 'emir} 
some operational 	 even where 
the agency had no -hand in preparing tee-
manuscript. 

One such case, sources said, was the 
agency's decision to cooperate with Johre 
Barron in his research on a recent book., 
about the Soviet K.G.B. That decision,-ee 
sources said was a response to the 
K.G.B.'s publication a- few years before" 
of a _small volume, largely accurate, matt-
tied "Who's Who in the C.I.A." . • 

That book named dozens of-C.I.A. orn--1 
cers, along with some American dipld-' 
mats and others who have never had mat!  

connection with the agency; :'andtees 
C.I.A. is still angry over theecouthinece 
deception' and largeeicalee-bureing," ocl 
identification, of its. personnel by a hod 
tile intelligence service.. e 
• The Barron book contains •1 35-pagii 

'compendium- of names of K.G.B.: officers 
serving under various covers- around Chi 
world. Mr. Barron said in an interview 
that although he had received "quite--g 
bit of help' from the C.I.A., the list oft 
names had been compiled from a variekei 
if sources worldwide.: •S 	. = 	4! 

One of the more intriguing C.I.A. die& 
for-anon campeigies of recent year, wan 
its attempt to discredit the Cuban revoltee 
denary movement in the eyes of tithes 
katio - Agnesicam_natioropAry_planting.thel 
suggestion:that. it was-controCect to. %En% 
extent from Moscow. toe, - 	_ 

The agency's strategy, oneedelcial saki. 
was to take - an East German.  woman 
named .Tarnara. Bunke who had joined/ 
the guerrila band of Maj. Ernesto Cite 
Guevara in Bolivia and make her out to 
be "the biggest, smartest Communist there,  
ever was," as well as an operative of thel 
East German Ministry of State Security; 
and the Saviet.JLGJ3.  

The C .1* A.'s involvement with mass  
communications in this country was 

sometimes aimed at censoring impending 

accounts of the agencrd own activities. 
Asked how the agency mad clisseminat4 

ed its fabrication, the official recalled 
that it bad provided "material and backe 
ground" to Daniel James, an Americanl 
author and former managing editor of', 
The New Leader. living .in  Mexico, who 
pubished a translation of Major Guevara's] 
Bolivian diaries in lass. 

In his introduction, :Mee James noted! 
that Miss Bunke;who had- taken the nonr 
de guerre - of Taoist and who is scarcely, 
mentioned in the diaries, had nonetheless) 
been identified a few months earlier by!,, 
a low-level East German, defector as are 
agent of the East German security-  /gene ze 

Portrayal of Woman 70  
Helped Make Her a Hero —Pt 

Mr. James did not provide any support 
in the book for his assertion that, during 
her time with Major Guevara's group, Miss 
Bunke -was "attached. to the Soviet 
K.Gell." He said in an interview that that 
had been his own conclusion, aithoueh 
he acknowledged having talked to the 
C.I.A. in connection with the book. 

"I did get information from them," he 
said. "I got information from a lot of' 
people." He said that he had been ac 
quamted with Winston Scott, at the time 
the 	Mexico City station chief, an 
that he had asked Mr. Scott for "anything 
that they could get for me or help in" 
with." 

He declined to say whether the agency 
had supotied hi with any of the material 
concerning Miss Bunke. 

Perhaps in part because of theC.I.Aese 
portray of Tania, the dead woman has; 
become a hero of the revolutionary lefts 
around the world. Her alias was adopted:. 
by Patricia Hearst, the Sari Francisco* 
heiress, after she was kidnapped in 19141 
by the Symbionese Liberation Army arse. 
announced that she bad decided to joioe 
Lee group, 

Reminded of that. the CI A. officiaka 
chuckled. "Domestic fallout," be said 	ei 
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C .1 .A. Contacts--\ 
With Reporters 

.. Officials and Newsmen 
Call Method Legitimate 

	

By
. 
 TEISNICZ wars •- 	• 

Sgsserml la The X Tort 'bas 
WASHINGTON, Dec_ 24—The sites:ion 

La a familiar one for American corre-
spondents rimed: t fast-breaking news 
story, possibly in the. mein of a war; 
conflicting claims from both sides; no 
SFe information on what is really hap- 

pening. 
Often, to such a situation, 

New. the "station chief," the head 
L• Analysis of the Centro! Intelligences 

Agency unit in the local 
American Fribeeey, is one of 

the more neutral and reliable 'purees of 
information. Even in more peaceful dr-
=stances, including bore in Washing. 
ton, the CIA_ frequently has information. 
and analysis that is not otherwise avail-
ebie. 

• 

	

Is it legitimate- for a corrugate 	o 
seek it? 

The answer, hi the view of both jour-
nalists and Government officials

' 
 le yea. 

Under the American system of rres and 
open cornnumicacion by t 	etot tars with 
Government officials, the intelligence 
community is as legitimate a source as 
the Interior Department- By the same 
token, the information the C.I.A. provides 
must be weighed for hies and eocuracy. 
no more--end no less—carefully than 
that from any other source. 

The only distinction, in fact. Ls the sere,  
sitivity of the subject nutter. Clearly,. 
estimates of Soviet nuclear capability are 
and should be more closely held than, 
estimates of the wheat crop in Stores. 
But beyond thee the principie lwrohed 
for the jowl:dist Is the same.. 

An Unusual Tradition • 
This tradition of Government openness 

to reporters, even in the intelligence field, 
is found only in the United States. Even 
in Britain, the ccenacts between * corre-
spondent and .Intelligence officiate are 
likely to be much more narrow and con-
r,trained than those of their American 
coenterparts. 

The American system Is rooted in the 
constitutionally guaranteed concept of a 
free press, in which a correspondent Is 
understood to have the right, even the 
obligators to seek information from any 
official of any rank in order to present 
an accurate picture. Were it to do lest, 
the press would be reduced to the relic 
of simply conveying the officiai pro-
nouncemente of Government 

. it is when this rekationshils is perverted, 
by Government officials who suborn 
newsmen or . newsmen who lend them-
selves to subornation, that the system 
goes awry. 
• The abuses described in the New York. 

Times series beginning today fall inns 
three general categories: C.I.A. agents 
who posed as reporters, corresponderest  

employed by • regitunate news orgereza-
eons who was also heed for covert 
work by the CIA: end, finally, the re-
porters; . columnist's and ccuronencarors 
who,  were, considered "friendly assets' 
by the C.LA. and were given special in-
formation: , sometintes with a special 
propaganda purpose, in the hope that it 
evould be faithfully reproduced for - the 

eThe first two categories pose no prob- 
lest from the journalists' point of view. 
They are, outright violations of every 
code of ethics in the trade and serve 
only to discredit the entire profession. 

The third group, the so-called "friend-
ly" journalists, inhabit a erobbeinatic 
gray area. They have to draw a line be-
tween being informed and being used. 
if they weigh and scrutinize the informa-
tion they receive, there is nothing inher-
ently wrong to using it, so long as its 
source is indicated. But uncritical accept-
ance and rote publication of such infor-
mation can lead to pitfalls. And the very 
fact that such journalism ore considered 
"friendir'—meaning generally sympa-
thetic to the agency's point of view—
greatly increases the chances of their 
being "used" to suit the agency's pun 
poses, even if they never accept a dime 

paymene 
Legitimate contacts between the C.I.A. 

and the preen have game on for years 
end in fact have accelerated in recent 
years as part of the agency's much adver- 
tised "openness program. Corresccend- 
ents in Washington. for example, are free 
to. visit the C.I.A.'s campus-like headquer-
ewe in merle/ McLean, Va., to get the 
benefit of the thinking of the agency"! 
specialists. A toad of 148 of these "beck-
-around" sessions have been bald an far 
in 1977. • 

Free-Ranging Conversations 
The conversed lone may freerangin-g. 

with the reporter free to ask anything 
he likes. The intelligence officers, a sen-
lar.C.1.A. official said, "are under instruc-
tions to answer as frilly as possible with-
out disclosing secret material.' 

As a rule, the conversations are "on 
background," which means that the 

7/3 expressed may be attributed to 
"Government official?" or the like. Some-
times the agency vrt/1 permit attribution 
to "intelligence officials," but only rarely 
to the agency itself. 
'Oversew, the relationship between con 

respondent and station chief to much less 
structured. Conversations take place 
casually and frequently, sometimes In the 
American Embassy but more often over 
lunch or at a cocktail party. Again, the 
information is usually offered on beck- 

ground and frequently well be attributed 
in- the article to 'American officials." 
-.These tentacle are considered by most 

jciurnadsts mei tutedligence official, to 
be part of the normal information-gather-
ing process 

Another, more delicate problem arises 
when an intelligence officer turns the 
tables and atempti to question a corre-
spondent on interviews he may have had 
or places-be may have visited. Such situae 
tons occur frequently. and there is hon-
est debate among lea today about 
what information, if any, can be legiti-
mately passed along. 

The general rule, accepted by many 
correspondents, is that a reporter may 
discuss anything he would—or, ideally. 
already has—put into prim. But the 
temptation for a trade-off of information 
is always there, and mane reporters have 
no doubt succumbed. 

The risks inherent in that situation are 
obvious. But as a result of the recent 
revelations about illicit C.I.A.-press con-
tacts, correspondents today are probably 
more sensitive to the pitfalls than before. 


